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Difficulties and Misconceptions

• Shape Properties

• Shape Orientation and Rotation

• Confusing 3D and 2D Shapes

• Symmetry is not halving

• Left and Right



Shape Properties
Many pupils come to associate a particular shape with a 

mental image, for example, all triangles being 

equilateral and sitting on its base.

Expose the students to various visual and concrete 

representations.  

Include many types of triangles and non-triangles.



Shape Orientation and Rotation

Identifying shapes when they are positioned in a "non-standard" way can

be problematic, especially a square with a vertex at the bottom. A

square with a vertex at the bottom is often identified as a rhombus or

kite, and not recognized as square. A similarly non-aligned rectangle

might be recognized as a parallelogram but not a rectangle.



http://www.cookie.com/kids/games/tetris-mania.html



Confusing 3D and 2D shapes
Using the word ‘shape’ to describe 2-D shapes and 3-D shapes can 

cause confusion for pupils. It may be helpful for teachers to use the 

following convention: 

call 2-D shapes - flats

call 3-D shapes – solids, containers



Symmetry not halving

Halving a shape is not always symmetrical.

Use folding techniques and mirrors to reveal the symmetry of an object 

of shape.



Have children place their hands palm down in front of them with the 

thumbs touching. The left hand looks like the letter L and explain this 

reminds them it is a left.

Left or right?



Interdisciplinary Opportunities –
Mission Based Learning

Organising 

a party

Map to the 

venue

Table Layout

Hokey Pokey

Twister

Simon Says

Pin the tail on the donkey

Invitation

menu

Noholqu t-talba

ta’ qabel l-ikel

Healthy menu

Making a 

paper cup

https://www.youtube.com/wat

ch?v=GFo2uANiVLs



What is a Math Journal?

Opportunity for students to reflect on 
their strategies and assess their own 

learning using Mathematical prompts.





Why Math Journaling?

Focus is shifted from 
computations to 

problem solving and 
real life application.

Journaling is an 
open ended and 

naturally 
differentiated 

tool.



Teacher gains insight 
into children’s 

abilities, knowledge, 
understanding and 

misconceptions.
It is a record of 

students’ 
growth and 

progress.



Higher order questioning

Changing the way a question is phrased can make a significant 
difference.  Good questions are:

Are self differentiating

Promote dialogue

Lead to more good questions



There is a group of 2-D shapes in a bag.  
Altogether there are 14 sides.  What 

shapes could be in the bag?  Explain 
your answer using pictures, numbers 

and words.  Make a different group of 
shapes that also has 14 sides.



Build a tower using various 3D shapes 
putting the cuboids lying on their 
longest face.  How can you make 
your tower taller using the same 
amount of shapes?  Explain why.



Why does a square have 4 lines of 
symmetry whilst a rectangle has only 2?





Hinge point question

 How many sides does a 
rectangle have?

 A)   3

 B)   4

 C)  8

 D)  5

 Which of these is a 3D shape?

 A)  cube

 B)   triangle

 C)  circle

 D)   square



Workshop 1: Tangrams
A tangram is a Chinese puzzle consisting of 7 shapes (or “tans").  It helps to improve spatial 

skills and boost mathematics performance.

It includes the following pieces:

•Two large right triangles

•One medium sized right triangle

•Two small right triangles

•One small square

•One parallelogram



There are many ways to play with tangrams. The simplest way is to let kids create 

their own complex shapes.

The next stage would be to have students place the correct shapes on given 

templates.



Traditionally, tangrams 

are treated as 

puzzles. The player is 

shown a target shape 

(in outline, or 

silhouette only) and 

then asked to recreate 

that shape using the 

seven pieces.



Workshop 2: Geoboards

A geoboard is a mathematical manipulative used to explore basic concepts 

in plane geometry such as perimeter, area and the characteristics of triangles 

and other polygons. It consists of a physical board with a certain number of 

nails half driven in, around which are wrapped geo bands that are made of 

rubber.



Workshop 3:  Building 

landmarks using 3D shapes



Workshop 4: Direction – A cross curricular  
opportunity




